
Entry ID 5. How do you think we should celebrate school success? -- OTHER

28 What kind of a question is this?
39 I believe a blend of all the above would work best.
40 All of the above.
86 Continued to place a priority on education in our state

101

This depends on what you base school success to be. If you just base it on passing scores 
than their are Title 1 school such as our with amazing teachers who feel defeated and 
resentful of the lack of recognition. 

119 Teacher pay increase and classroom funding increase.
123 Student growth
145 All of the above! 

148
Empower the staff of successful schools to share their programs and materials in providing 
guidance for struggling schools.

160 All of these
174 state recognition and increased funding
183 none
184 All of the above!
193 all of the above
206 highlight students 
211 Student recognition and awards
212 All of the above. 
227 Pay competent and successful teachers more.
231 None
235 Pay teachers
237 Again, all of the above. 
244 Positive bragging with the media!!!
262 All of the above plus pay bonuses for highly performing teachers/schools
264 Better pay for teachers
267 Becoming a model school
276 All of the above
282 All of the above
288 A thank you is just fine 
291 Celebrate those who earned it:  students
298 see below

316
Allow students and teachers to share successes with other schools.  Allow the satisfaction 
of learning and teaching be reward enough.  Minimize extrinsic rewards.  

317
Allow students and teachers to share successes with other schools.  Allow the satisfaction 
of learning and teaching be reward enough.  Minimize extrinsic rewards.  

326 Growth 
333 A combination of state recognitions and awards with community recognition 
338 As I am not in it for recognition, I'm unsure how to even process this question
341 partner upper economic schools with lower economic schools
350 A combination of all of the above
363 Multiple expectations
400 All of the above
412 All the above
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416 no celebration needed
419 This is an absurd question:  See below.
420 Several ways
424 All of the above
430 see comment
431 No celebrations
433 Pay the teachers at least a yearly cost of living.

443
Create pathways for schools to publicize their unique contributions to innovation and 
collaboration.

460 Teacher bonuses
461 More parental involvement in education
466 all of the above!
468 We don't! Check our national ranking.
478 The celebration is in the work

487

nothing to celebrate until I would feel comfortable sending my own kids to an AZ school in 
ANY district. As it is, I would move to another state before letting my own children go to 
some of AZ'S charter and underfunded underperforming schools.

498 ndividualy and in group.
500 Community decision
508 All of the above
514 All of the above
522 I don't need recognition.  This is my job.
525 All the above.
531 Student- and teacher-recognized rewards
535 See below.
540 reduce pressure on teachers
541 All of the above
551 Just by telling the great news to everyone. Here is a great school and list the success
554 Resources support and funding are needed at all achievement levels 
556 All of the above
560 Money, resources, training, not a competitive model, but a collaborative model.
561 All the school & community to decide 

574
State recognitions and awards, perhaps increased funding, community recognition, and 
additional resources and support

579 Combination 
583 Why should we celebrate doing what is expected? We should not.
587 Let each school decided. They all work differently.
591 a combination of the above choices
596 School effectiveness shouldn't be a competition
597 ALL THE ABOVE
606 See below.
613 All of the above
635 All of the above
676 All
681 Growth in student acheivement and graduation.
689 Teacher and school bonuses and funding
708 All of the abive
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709 all of the above
710 We don't have to celebrate everything 

711

Successful schools do not need additional resources and support.  The schools that are NOT 
successfull are the ones that need the additionl  resource and support.  Community 
recognition and involvement is very important.  Reputation is very important in the 
community.  

721 state recognition and awards AND  increased funding to those schools who show progress
724 All of the above!
728 fun activities
744 Less recognition as students will rise to the level of expectations put on them.
745 Less recognition as students will rise to the level of expectations put on them.
756 All of the above
761 ALL OF THE ABOVE
763 see below
770 All of the above 
771 A combination of ways
773 Expect school success as the norm.
774 All of the above.
775 All of the above
780 increase teacher pay
782 All of the above.
784 All of the above
798 All of the above

804
All of the above but with increased funding, schools can extend this to their students 
directly with more resources.

806 Less bureaucracy. 
810 All of the above
813 Celebrate? Shouldn't people just do their jobs responsibly?
828 all of the above. 
839 A combination of all the above.
841 Not sure what this means
842 All of the above
846 Technology gifts, ie..laptops carts, or i-pads
847 Annual state-wide convention
854 Recognition of the students and teachers

860

ADE and State Reps need to do site visits with schools that are doing a great job with 
students. Tell them individually that they are doing great. I don't care about banners or 
media praise. Just let me know, I'm doing a great job at teaching.

866 Community recognition as well as additional resources and support
875 Combination of the above
883 All of the above
891 All of the above
894 All of the above. 
895 Other, see explanation
899 Recognition in the State and community
901 Success should be the norm.
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914 All of the above
917 All of the above

926
All of the above because funds and awards tell the community that we take pride in our 
educational system.

930 All of the above
936 All of the above.
937 All of the above.
938 Increased funding AND additional resources and support.
950 Total community support

959
Start with the teachers celebrate your teachers , the. Teachers will will help make better 
schools

964 None of these
969 Schools that are successful could serve, as a role model to other schools
970 The school's methods should be shared so that others can learn from their model.
973 Percentage of student attaining their post secondary goals.
978 meeting grade level expectations
992 All of these

1004 All of the above
1005 Recognition of schools and program replication

1006
School success is enough. It is stupid to think there is a gold star that will somehow cause 
educators to feel appreciated or that will cause them to work harder.

1018
All schools deserve support and resources. It makes no sense to increase the pay for those 
who do well without looking at the needs of those who are struggling.

1027 All of those are great ideas
1032 All of the above
1038 All of the above.
1039 Just don't. They're not "good dogs" or sports teams.
1069 All the above
1071 ALL OF THE ABOVE
1072 Cake
1094 All of the above 
1096 See below
1099 No need to celebrate just let schools teach kids
1122 all of the above
1142 Reward the students. 

1150
Increase support for those schools and integrate some of those concepts making them 
successful in other schools wishing to try it!

1152 They should be both recognized and funded
1162 I don't think schools should compete with one another. Education isn't capitalism.
1173 All of the above!
1175 All of the above, you need multiple ways to d this. 
1177 School Celebration
1182 student college success and career success
1190 There should be no distinction between schools!!! 
1198 Pay UP
1203 The state should work to make all schools on all neighborhoods successful.
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1217
I believe all of the above are important to districts, individual schools and the communities 
they serve.

1220 All the above are good ideas
1224 See Below
1226 Again, all of the above.
1228 Individually!  Each campus is unique!  Therefore so should their celebration!
1230 All of the above
1235 Keep things low key so you don't have "good" schools and "bad " schools.
1242 Continue to support the hard work that successful schools are doing.  
1258 Creating mentors hip networks of collaboration among schools nots competition 
1259 All of the above

1260

First of all, school success should be monitored in terms of GROWTH at that school, not as 
a measure of comparison between schools. The zip code, parent education level, and 
average income of the community should not be what determines school success. Once 
good analysis methodologies are in place, celebrate growth in all ways listed above!

1263 All of the above
1275 State recognition is one way, but do not decrease funding for schools that are limited. 
1308 All of the above
1310 All of the above 
1315 Additional resources and support/funding

1321
By what the graduates are doing...you measure sucess in years down the road. Life in a job 
you hate is not sucess.

1329 All
1331 There should be a combination of elements reviewed before a label is assigned

1332

Success should not be an aberation that requires a ceremony.  It should be the expected 
outcome of a fully supported educational system that puts resources into classrooms and 
creative, real, assessments.

1344 Community recognition followed by sharing of successful methods
1350 All the above!
1359 All of the above 
1367 Why? 
1368 It depends on how you are going to measure success.
1381 Celebrate and show the success stories in the media for both teachers and students. 
1385 All of the above.
1391 See below
1398 Making school success universal
1402 increased funding and additional resources and support
1403 None of the above!

1413

Of course schools do need increased funding, additional resources and support, but to 
celebrate school success I think developing a more prolific level of school and district 
awards.

1422 Private ceremonies at the schools

1443 funding should not be tied to specific school due to the difference in school populations
1444 Continued funding. Once you know it works, keep doing it.
1451 I don't see the need.
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1463 keep up the good work.
1473 Recognitions and awards that may include additional resources and support provided
1488 Both increased funding and additional resources
1499 A mix of these.
1503 Funding and support
1506 See below
1509 See below
1514 More stick, less carrot

1520
Kids are rewarded by their own success. Their success is recognized by their peers. That 
was good enough for us.

1532 Recognition by all.

1539

Community recognition doesn't happen very often, so using this as a tool to celebrate a 
school's success would be a very positive thing. I also think providing additional resources 
and support would help foster and continue many successes experienced by schools. 

1540 It should be a given

1554
Feature stories about the successes in our public schools and have honor them at public 
meetings

1560 All of the above.

1571
funding increased through out the state but specifically focused in those that are not 
succeeding more.

1576

Celebrating school success should NOT be once a year, they should coincide with SMART 
Goal accomplishments, i.e. quarterly.  Furthermore, the constituents (teachers, staff, 
students, parents, community) should establish celebratory activities based upon what 
they consider to be an incentive, reward, worthy of recognition.

1582 Ask graduates or the students themselves. 
1588 Unsure
1593 All of the above.
1599 All the above.
1600 Individual Student Awards
1606 combination of the above, but overall funding increased
1607 combination of the above
1608 combination of the above, but overall funding increased
1609 I don't think we should compare each other, just help each other
1610 Increased autonomy
1631 Every way we can!!!!!
1634 A combination of Community, State and School interaction.
1648 Not sure what the answer is

1651

The Governor and/or Superintendent of Public Instruction should visit the top 10 and 
bottom 10 schools.... and as many others as they can... The point being to encourage 
them.... both to continue great work or to rethink and reorganize and to succeed.  In 
addition I think their should be a community celebration for the top maybe 

1663 Let the school decide with approval from the school board!
1665 Less oversight
1666 Nothing - it should be expected. 
1679 Keep Charter Schools Alive
1683 Community and State recognition 
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1708 help successful schools spread their knowledge
1710 Use momentum to keep improving
1713 All of the above - depending on success type
1716 All of the above

1722

Competitive rewards have no place in public schools. All schools, especially the struggling 
ones need resources. Funneling more resources into school that are already succeeding is 
ludicrous. Why do we need to "celebrate" at all. Instead, if a school or teacher is doing 
something amazing and remarkable, let's study their methods and give other teachers and 
schools the chance to emulate those techniques that are working. Teachers care very little 
about accolades or celebrations. Pay them what they are worth,and get out of their way so 
they can do their jobs. THAT would be worth celebrating. 

1723 All of the above 
1724 Recognition Awards and bonus for the teachers. 
1725 All of the above
1735 teacher pay raises
1737 Incentives for students and teachers
1739 Respect the Teachers so they will stay here
1753 Teachers' salaries 
1757 Acknowledge Public Schools as teaching all unlike charters

1767
Any of the above. It really isn't about recognition. It's kinda like word of mouth being the 
best advertisement. That is recognition enough.

1770 Schools should succeed.  Why celebrate what is their job to do
1775 None of the above

1778

Find all schools....success cannot be judged solely by standardized tests, as there are so 
many factors that play into success. Schools differ from one another based on student 
population, socio-economic factors, community resources, etc. Let's get back to the 
original mission of public education....everyone has the right to an education and all 
children deserve the best from their education. It cannot happen when schools are under 
funded, educators are underpaid and under valued.

1789

More school-enhancement projects. Projects that kids chose to contribute to - that let 
them work in an area that interests them, that improve their school, their learning, their 
skills and then they will get the satisfaction of the work and the result.

1790

The inclusion of private companies creating a list of subjects and areas that will compel 
them to seek competent applicants in the work field. Funding for subjects that need to be 
realized to meet these goals, expanded opportunities for students to work in related 
arenas from Elementary to High School in order to generate enthusiasm for interests and 
to be permitted to reject those areas if they find they do not fit and to move sideways in 
school to find their niche. 

1792 See below
1794 All of the above

1802
We need to publicize our successes, not necessarily giving awards, but demonstrating our 
excellent placements

1806 Tap into the success-have admin or staff help develop training for underachieving schools. 
1819 unsure at this time
1820 see below
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1825 State and community recognition and awards

1857

Success would need to be defined first. You can't expect a school that has a high number of 
non English speaking students, students from low income families or other factors to have 
the same"success"rate as schools who have higher parent involvement, stronger support 
at home and monetary funds to support their interests.

1867 all of the above
1869 all of the above
1872 Multiple measures
1874 Constant, continued support, not support that penalizes one in favor of another
1887 Stop the negative rhetoric
1896 Ask students themselves at the site level

1907
Stop spending so much money on the football program and then saying that the schools 
are broke.

1908 Let the schools celebrate their own success.
1915 All of the above
1917 Recognitions that are more prominent than USA Today 

1927
Do you mean Individual school's success? If a school in AZ stands out as successful it should 
be made a model.

1928

all of the above, let's put more emphasis on State-wide recognition. Increased funding for 
schools is essential! More teacher training. More teachers. Rebuild the worst, older 
schools. LESS emphasis on Sports!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! It's education.

1929
I am answering here, but your stupid survey keeps saying "This field is required" and 
demands I mark a different box.

1947 a combination of the above
1951 for what each does well
1969 depends on the situation

1998

Additional resources and support are desperately needed RIGHT NOW and recognizing 
students and teachers for effort (rather than standardized test scores) would be a pretty 
good start. 

2012 SCHOOL SUCCESS IS CELEBRATED THROUGH ACHIEVEMENT
2015 All of the above

2017

use the model of successful schools to help the lower perfroming schools become more 
successful than they are.  Money is a relative thing,  some schools need more, some need 
less to achieve the same results.

2023
Do we celebrate success in other professions?  I don't need a carrot.  I simply need to be 
given the resources (time and materials) to do my job. 

2026 How about a real raise for teachers!
2029 Recognition of staff
2038 Successful schools need to share their ideas.
2039 All of the above.   
2041 State recognition/increased funding and resources
2046 National, State, & Community Recognition
2049 local recognition
2051 All of the above
2060 Online & TV news coverage
2081 I don't know
2137 Make publishing of the successes in the media the norm.
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2161 Local recognition of goals achieved
2169 In every way we can think of
2175 Teacher performance awards

2177
Recognize those who go above and beyond and share with other educators so all lids in 
different schools have a chance 

2184 All of the above
2211 Again, all of the above
2219 funding and additional resources/support
2220 All!
2221 Increase funds and recognition at the state and community
2232 All of the above

2250

Really?  We want to even consider Increased funding or additoinal reources and support as 
how we should celebrat?  This is CRAZY.  We need to begin with these to support our 
children in our public schools.

2257 Support schools to encourage success, not celebrate it after the fact
2263 increased funding & recognition
2268 Additional resources, support, and $$$
2277 Individual recognition 
2278 Individual recognition 
2291 increased funding to schools that perform.

2292
create equal funding structures for all public schools, using local tax base as part of the 
funding creates disparity in the quality of teachers, facilities, and resources

2295 A mix of the above would be most appropriate.
2300 See Below
2342 Again, it needs to be celebrated in more than one way
2346 ALL OF THE ABOVE!!

2364
With a good nights sleep, and the secure knowledge that we have done our duty to the 
next generation.

2370 Increased funding and additional resources and support.
2382 State recognition and increased funding
2384 I feel all of the above are important.  

2400
a combination of state recognition, funding, community recognition with the focus on the 
students, teachers and support staff.

2401 By measures of improvement....
2424 We should not " celebrate Success" A successful school should be the norm !!!!!

2440
Build technology driven schools and recognize students for innovation and teacher for a 
new vision for learning.

2444 Student recognition
2449 All of the above!!!

2450
All of the above. You can't celebrate too much, and celebration drives momentum and 
morale

2462 Learning Grants
2465 All of the above
2467 copy their success
2474 Great to celebrate success in a variety of ways, but careful how you penalize others.

2475
Increase funding and community recognition, the community should be aware of how well 
the children in there school have done!
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2484 All of the above
2489 Let each school celebrate on their own.

2504 Celebrate success and support those agencies who service populations with greater needs

2507
First of all informing parents of students in that school, as well as the students, and then 
community recognition.

2532 Whatever motivates
2533 Not firing them

2548
Bonuses for teachers who produce national merit finalists and semi finalists. Bonuses for 
teachers who have students accepted into D1 universities. 

2555 Community recognition and increased funding
2556 I would say both community recognition along with additional resources and support.  
2557 ALL OF THE ABOVE
2570 State recognition, community recognition, and awards.
2578 All the above
2602 Anything that does not financially punish schools that don't show success. 
2624 All of the above

2631 Celebrate improvement in low performing schools as well as the high achieving schools.
2636 Let them share success strategies with other schools.

2649

NO  all schools should be on a level field with funding and and stop this mouth service to 
excelling schools - F rated schools that are handling very poor and ESL students should 
stand tall with the rest

2650
Gratitude is always nice - but rewards make for a competitive situation. Let's just help our 
kids.

2661
Recognition, additional support, and that school sharing how to find success with other 
schools 

2671
It should not be reward based.  School choice and the following enrollment rates should be 
the measurement of a school's success.

2673 a good education is its own reward.  Get rid of silly rewards and punitive punishments.
2726 All the above
2727 All of these could be incintives based on a schools needs

2734
Community recognition so that community people would be aware of education in their 
community and want to support it through donations not higher taxes

2736 Reward and amplify those who have changed, offered more and succeeded.
2747 All of the above
2761 Promote inter-school collaboration and best practices
2770 All of the above
2771 Increased funding that can NOT be used for administrators' salaries
2841 Salary increases for the teachers.
2865 All of the above
2884 stop focusing on school success
2896 School success for everyone
2912 all of the above - no single mertic can adequately celebrate success
2913 parent recognition

2945
All of the above, except increased funding. Funding is not an award, its a requirement in 
order to have successful schools. 
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2952 All of the above. 
2974 Combination of above
3039 All the above
3043 Scholarships to students
3059 All of the above
3066 not applicable the fact that your child graduates is success enough
3069 all of the above
3090 recognize EVERYONE for any and what success they have obtained in the classroom
3096 Increase overall school funding
3103 Funding will put pressure on the teachers, just recognition
3144 all schools should be supported don't tie things to this incorrect vision of success.
3202 do we need to celebrate them?
3228 Scholarships
3241 Salary increase, bonus
3247 All of the above
3254 by showing that schools are valued
3262 State and community recognition 
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